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The definitive reference for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of small animal infections,
Infectious Diseases of the Dog and Cat, 4th Edition delivers current, comprehensive information
essential to the management of infectious diseases caused by viruses, rickettsiae, chlamydiae,
mycoplasmas, bacteria, fungi, algae, protozoa, and unknown agents. Each section guides you
through diagnostic testing for specific microorganisms, from sample collection to laboratory
submission to interpretation of results, then details appropriate treatment measures and
pharmacologic considerations for the various related infections. Full-color illustrations and hundreds
of tables provide quick, convenient access to diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines, and thoroughly
updated drug information helps you confidently administer appropriate dosages for the most
effective treatment and prevention. The most comprehensive infectious disease coverage available
helps you confidently address clinical problems related to infectious diseases in dogs and cats, and
includes: Immunization strategies and environmental control of infections Immunodeficiency
disorders Prevention of infection in multi-pet and shelter settings Immunocompromised people and
their pets Vibrant full-color illustrations clarify disease features and modes of disease transmission
for enhanced diagnostic accuracy and disease prevention. Convenient tables deliver therapeutic
recommendations and drug dosages at a glance. Complete antimicrobial drug formulary provides
fast, easy access to indications, recommended dosages, and pharmacologic considerations
essential for all relevant pharmaceuticals. State-of-the-art diagnostic testing procedures help you
ensure accurate diagnoses for all clinically relevant pathogens. Content reflects the expert insight
and vast clinical experience of a panel of trusted authorities on small animal infectious diseases.
Easy-to-use companion website provides convenient online access to additional images, tables,
boxes, appendices, and references linked directly to original PubMed abstracts.Expanded coverage
of zoonoses, zoonotic potential, and precautions helps you effectively monitor and treat zoonotic
infections. Fully updated drug formulary reflects the most current pharmacokinetics, indications,
contraindications, handling and administration guidelines, and dosage recommendations available.
Updated content throughout the text details current diagnostic testing regimens and therapeutic and
preventive considerations for all pathogens you're likely to encounter in the clinical setting. Special
focus on disease incidence and susceptibility in traveling animals helps you alert animal owners to
potential risks associated with pet travel.
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The good news is that this is the most comprehensive collection of information about infectious
diseases is dogs and cats. The bad news is that any book that is state of the art when it is sent to
the publisher to be edited becomes less state of the art by the day.If you're buying it for the
curiosity, you must be REALLY curious.If you're buying it to pass a class, consider renting it.If you
want to make sure that you know everything about an infection of dogs or cats, you have to have it,
and you'll have to buy the new one in a couple more years...

This text provides a comprehensive, detailed overview of the plethora of infectious diseases of dogs
and cats. However, the organization of the chapters by taxonomy of the organisms limits its utility for
day to day clinical use. A more user friendly approach would have the book organized by body
system or predominant clinical syndrome encountered. Despite this shortcoming, this book remains
a true classic in veterinary medicine.

This is an amazing book! I have been saving up so I could purchase it and I am so happy with my
purchase. This book will be one of those books you keep forever, because it's that awesome!

This book comprise all the things that someone working with small pets must know. This is a great
book that you can use in your day by day work.

Quick shipping. Book was brand new and is a fabulous reference I would recommend this purchase
to any veterinarian or veterinary student.

this book is "the bible" of infectious diseases, useful even for non-veterinarians who have interest in
the matter
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